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Introduction

1. History of the method and contents of the present paper. Tables of

results. At the close of the last century J. Hadamard(x) conceived the in-

genious idea of applying contour-integration to the theory of tops. This ap-

proach enabled him to give an elegant proof of a result which had previously

been established by Halphen(2), namely that the total advance in azimuth of

a heavy symmetrical top describing loops has the same sense as its precession

on the lowest level. Hadamard did not pursue the possibilities of his method

any further but soon St. Germain (3) took up his idea and adapted it to the

motion of a spherical pendulum. He was immediately led to Halphen's(4)

well known result, i><7r, in the form

Presented to the Society, November 25, 1944; received by the editors January 26, 1945.

(') J. Hadamard, Bull. Sei. Math. (2) vol. 19 (1895) p. 228.
(2) Halphen, Traité des fonctions elliptiques, vol. 2, 1888, p. 113.

(•) A. de St. Germain, Bull. Sei. Math. (2) vol. 20 (1896) p. 114 and vol. 22 (1898) p. 95.
(4) Halphen, Traité des fonctions elliptiques, vol. 2, 1888, p. 128.
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$ = ic — I,

[January

where $ is the advance in azimuth corresponding to the passage of the pendu-

lum from the lowest to the highest level of its motion, and 7 is a positive

integral. Later he showed by a somewhat laborious computation that I was

smaller than 7r/2 and thus arrived at the inequality $>ir/2, originally due

to Puiseux(5). In recent years interest in this method has been revived by a

publication of A. Weinstein(6) in which he gave a simpler proof of Puiseux'

inequality by introducing, as part of the contour, a vertical straight line in-

stead of the infinite horizontal cut used by Hadamard and St. Germain.

Table I

The spherical pendulum

r/2(«)

U

■*(')

zi+z2

<0«

*o

x/2<*0g'ï><x

Table II

The heavy symmetrical top

Range of a/ß L(a/ß) U(a/ß) D'[a/ß]) Zi+Zs

Class

I a/ß SO

»<a/ß<-l -7T-/2 x/2

a/ß--i r/2 x/2 zi+zj<0 L(a/ß)<*

= *o<¡7(a//3)

-Ka/ßSO 0(2) x/2 x/2

O<«/0<1 0(2)

£/(+0)=x/2

{/(a/0) ¿x/2

¡7(1-0) = + «
+•

Class

II */ß>0 a/ß = l x/2 + =0 + ' Z1+Z2SO

Zl+Z2>0

K«/i<» r/2

¡7(1+0) = + «
f/(a/ß)=x

î/(+oo)=x

+ '

In the present communication the method of complex integration as ap-

plied to tops and the spherical pendulum is further developed. Part I deals

with Puiseux' inequality for the spherical pendulum. First an alternative

proof, based on a simple decomposition and less elaborate than any of those

mentioned above, is given. In the second section a slight modification of

(6) Puiseux, Journal de Liouville vol. 7 (1842) p. 517.

(«) A. Weinstein, Amer. Math. Monthly vol. 49 (1942) p. 521.
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Weinstein's contour is introduced and with its aid a new result, which is

stronger than Puiseux' inequality, is established.

Part II contains a systemmatic examination of the bounds of the angle $

in the case of the heavy symmetrical top. By the use of Hadamard's horizon-

tal cuts, Weinstein's vertical line as well as our method of decomposition,

limits of 3> are obtained, which are shown to be actually the greatest lower

and least upper bounds respectively.

A short appendix deals with the similarities of the motions of a retro-

gradely precessing top and the spherical pendulum.

The results obtained in the present paper as well as the known results

(marked by references) pertaining to the subject, are listed in Tables I and II.

Diag. 1 shows values of <£ in the different types of motion of a heavy symmet-

rical top.

Diagram 1

Definition of symbols: L and U are the greatest lower and least upper

bound of the advance in azimuth of a spherical pendulum ; Zi and z2 are the

lowest and highest levels of motion respectively; $0 and $ are the advances

in azimuth from Zi to 0, and from 21 to z2 respectively; a and ß are the constant

components of the angular velocity about the vertical axis and axis of sym-

metry respectively (ß is always assumed not less than 0) L(a/ß) and U(a/ß)

are the greatest lower and least upper bounds of 3> for all motions of a heavy
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symmetrical top with a given a/ß; D([a/ß]) is the maximum difference,

U(a/ß)—L(a/ß), for a/ß on the interval indicated (Column 1, Table II).

Table II shows that the motions of the heavy symmetrical top fall into

two classes according as a//3^0 or a/ß>0. In the first class Zi+z2<0 and

D([a/ß]) =ir/2, while in the second class the sign of Zx+z2 may be positive or

negative and D([a/ß]) = + «>.

In diag. 1 the upper boundary, U(a/ß), of the shaded area, corresponding

to positive values of a/ß, is a single-valued function of a/ß with the proper-

ties given in column 3, Table II. Its exact nature is not known. For a/ß = —1,

<ï> assumes all values between —ir/2 and 0; for a/ß = l, all values greater than

tt/2 (cf. columns 2 and 3, Table II).

The author wishes to express his sincerest thanks to Professor A. Wein-

stein, for his interest and encouragement.

2. Basic theory. The following is a summary of the theory of tops and

the spherical pendulum as far as we shall require it as a basis for our further

work.
The vertex of a heavy symmetrical top moves according to the equa-

tions(7):

/dz\*     1 / ß2 \ 1
(1) (¿r) = j[2E - — - 2mgazJ (1 - z2) - — (a - ßz)2 = f(z)

and

dd> a — ßz

(2) — =-—,
dt      A(l - z2)

where z is the cosine of the angle of nutation; / is the time; A and C are the

moments of inertia about a transverse axis and the axis of symmetry respec-

tively; £ is the total energy of the top; a and ß are the constant components

of the angular momentum about the vertical and the axis of symmetry re-

spectively; m is the mass of the top; g the acceleration due to gravity; a the

distance of the mass centre from the point of suspension ; and <p the angle of

azimuth.

The three roots of f(z) =0 are real and satisfy the inequalities — 1 ¿Zx^z2

_? +1 ^z3. The roots zx and z2 represent the lowest and highest levels of the

motion.

Equations (1) and (2) may be combined to give

d<j>     d<t> dt a — ßz

d~z~~dt~dz~ A(l- z2)[f(z)]x'2 "

(7) For a simple and complete development of these equations see J. L. Synge and B.

A. Griffith, Principles of mechanics, 1942, pp. 418-421, also pp. 369-372.
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where we choose the positive sign for the root oif(z) and thus limit ourselves

to the motion from zi to Zi during which dz/dt = [/(z) ]1/2 is positive. The total

advance in azimuth during the passage from zi to z2 is

(4)   *=*(Z2) - m=/; A^:~^,z)]U2 *=J71«*.

The corresponding equations for the spherical pendulum may be immedi-

ately obtained by setting ß = 0. Thus (1), (3) and (4) become

/dz\2     1 a*
(5) (^-J = — (2E - 2mgaz)(l - z2) -

X2

I2

d<t> a

(6) Jz = A(l - z2)U(z)]»2 = g(z)'

and

(7)  *=,(z2) - *(*i)=/ * ^(1_;)[/(2)]1/a *=/;««a.

Part I. The spherical pendulum

LI. Puiseux' inequality by a new method. As mentioned in the introduc-

tion, Puiseux(s), in 1842, published the theorem that a spherical pendulum,

in passing from the lower to the upper level of its motion, advances in azimuth

by an angle greater than ir/2. From a mathematical point of view Puiseux'

inequality means that if we take a>0,

where/(z) is defined by equation (5). This result allows of a simple proof by

contour-integration after the factor 1/(1 —z2) in g(z) has been decomposed

into partial fractions and thus g(z) itself split into two parts, namely

(8) g(z) = ^i(z) + g2(z)

where

(9) gi(z) = -a/2A(z- l)\M]in

and

(10) g2(z) = a/2A(z + l)[f(z)Y'\

Setting

(11) f ' gk(z)dz= $k, ¿=1,2,
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we have

(12)

WALTER KOHN

$   =   $1 +   $2-

[January

We shall now estimate $1 and €»2 separately. gi(z) is positive during the

whole motion (see (9)) and consequently, by (11),

(13) $1 > 0.

To estimate $2 we shall employ the method of complex integration. In

(5) and (10) let us regard z as a complex variable. This makes [/(z)]1'2 and

-1       Zl    +    + '   +   zs

Diagram 2

+ 1 Z3  -    -,

g2(z) double-valued functions of z which, however, are uniquely defined on the

Riemann-sheet (diag. 2) bounded by the cuts Cx and C2 and the large circle

Co with its centre at the origin(8). If we take on our sheet

(14) 0 ^ arg (z — Zk) < 2ir, K        ~~" X) ¿I   y        Of

the sign of [f(z)]x/2 on the cuts is as shown in the diagram.

We shall integrate g2(z) around the contours & — C2 — Co. First we find

that the complex integral

j    g2(z)dz =   I
J Ci J Ci 2A(z+l)[f(z)]x'2

dz,

in which the sign of [f(z)]x/2 is taken according to our convention (14), is

equal to

g2(z)dz = - 2 I
Zl "   21 2A(z + l)[f(z)]x'2

dz = — 2 $2

(s) These contours are due to Hadamard; see footnote 1.
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where z is regarded as a real variable and the sign of [/(z) ]1/2 is taken as posi-

tive.

The residue of g2(z) at —1 is — l/2i so that by Cauchy's Theorem we ob-

tain

(15) - 2$2 + f gi(z)dz + f  gi(z)dz = 2xi(- 1/2») = - v.

Now since gi(z) is real and positive on the upper side of C2 and real and

negative on the lower side (see diag. 2), fc2>0; and fct—>0 as the circle Co

is made infinitely large. Therefore (15) yields —23>2< — tr or

(16) $2 > ir/2.

Adding (13) and (16) we arrive at Puiseux' inequality, namely

(17) $ = $i + $2 > tt/2.

1.2. An extension of Puiseux' inequality.

Theorem. When a spherical pendulum passes from its lower level, Zi, to the

upper level, z2, the advance in azimuth, f>o, during that part of the motion which

takes place in the lower hemisphere exceeds tt/2.

If Z2 happens to be in the lower hemisphere this theorem, of course, re-

duces to Puiseux' inequality. It covers every possible motion of the spherical

pendulum since the well known inequality, Zi+Z2<0(7), implies that a part

of the motion always takes place in the lower hemisphere. Let us also note an

immediate consequence of our theorem and Halphen's inequality (i><7r)(4),

namely that the advance in azimuth is greater in the lower hemisphere than

in the upper one. When Z2 > 0 this means

¿(0) - ¿(zi) > ¿fe) - <K0),

in curious analogy to the inequality satisfied by the levels, which may be

written in the form

0 - zi > Z2 - 0.

Now for the proof. The case z2 :S 0 need not be discussed since it is covered

by the proof of §I.1(9). When Z2>0 we use the contours shown in diag. 3.

Applying contour-integration to g(z), equation (6), we obtain

(18) 2$o +  f   g(z)dz +  f   g(z)dz = - x.

It is plain from this equation that /li+/¿j is a real number. We wish to show

that this number is positive. Let us call

(9) We could also use the vertical line of diag. 2; see footnote 6.
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(19) arg (z - Zk) = 6k, k = 1, 2, 3,

arg g(z) = w,       arg (z - 1) = «i,       arg (z + 1) = e2.

Equation (6) now permits us to express « in terms of the other angles, namely

(20) co = T - («! + e2 + (01 + 02 + 03)/2).

Diagram 3

If we remember that Zi+Z2<0 it is clear from diag. 3 that on Li

(21) ei + «2 = ir,        tt/2 < 0i + 02 < ir,        t/2 < 03 <ir.

Substituting (21) into (20) we arrive at

— x < td < — ir/2,

so that on Li
- ir/2 < arg [g(z)dz] < 0.

It follows that the real part of fLl > 0 ; similarly we find that the real part of

/ls>0 so that the sum of these integrals is a real positive number as was to
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be shown. (18) now yields the desired result,

(22) $o > t/2.

Such a result could not have been proven for the advance in azimuth up

to a level below that of the equator. For if z is such a level, there will be mo-

tions whose Zi = z, so that their advance in azimuth below z is 0.

Another conceivable extension of our result would be that *0 always ex-

ceeded an angle which is greater than ir/2. But the fact that 7r/2 has long

been known to be the greatest lower bound even of "3? (cf. footnote 6), which

is greater than i>0, precludes this possibility.

Thus our result allows of no further generalization.

The increment of the angle of azimuth during the passage from any pos-

sible lower level zx to the fixed upper level z2 has therefore a greatest lower

bound nizi) given by
p(Zi)   =0, -   1   ^  Z2 < 0,

p-(z2) = ir/2, 0 = Zi = 1.

The findings of §§1.1 and 1.2 and Halphen's well known result may be

combined into the inequalities.

(23) ir/2 < $o ^ * < ir.

Part II. The heavy symmetrical top

ILL General. As in the case of the spherical pendulum we can decom-

pose g(z), (3), into two parts,

(24) g(z) = gi(z) + gi(z)

where now

(25) *w = TT <* - «[/»]'»

and

,     , ß + oc 1
(26) gi(z)

2A     (z+l)[/(2)J1/2

As before we call

(27) f \k(z) = *4f k= 1,2,
J zi

so that

(28) $ = 4»! + $2.

We are now in a position to apply contour-integration to g(z), gi(z) and gi(z)
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in order to derive bounds of $ for the various types of motions of a heavy

symmetrical top. For reasons which will presently bçcome apparent these

motions are best classified according to the value of the ratio a/ß. The sense

of ß will be taken as positive throughout, so that, for example, <£>0 means

that $ has the same sense as ß.

II.2. a/ß< —1. We integrate g(z), (3), around the contour of diag. 2 and,

making Co infinitely large, we obtain by Cauchy's theorem

(29) - 2$ + I    g(z)dz = 2iri Y, residues.
J ct

As in §1.1 it is easily seen that the /c, is real and positive.

The residue of g(z) at +1

£(+ 1) =   lim (z - \)g(z) = -
~+i 2A[f(+l)]x'2

Now by (1), [f( + l)]1/2= ±(a-ß)i/A and since arg [f( + l)]x'2 = ir/2 (see (1)

and (14)) we must choose the — sign(10). Therefore

(30) £(+ 1) = 1/2*.

Similarly

(31) £(- 1) = 1/2*.

Substituting (30) and (31) into (29) we obtain

(32) $ = - v + — f   g(z)dz > - t,
r/c2

so that — 7T is a lower bound of <£.

To determine an upper bound note that since during the entire motion

from Zi to Z2, gi(z) (considered as function of a real z) is negative, its integral

(33) $i=  f 'gi(z)dz<0.

On the other hand, integrating g2(z) over the contours of diag. 2 we obtain

(34) $2 = - r/2 + f   g2(z)dz < - x/2,
J ct

which when combined with the inequality (33) gives the required upper bound

$ = $i + $2 < - ir/2.

As in the case of the spherical pendulum we can extend this inequality by

(10) The reason for classifying the motion according to the value of a/ß is now plain.
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showing that even in the lower hemisphere the increment in azimuth

*o < - x/2.

The proof is not given here but it will be found identical with that of §11.4,

except for the sign of the residue at — 1.

We therefore arrive at the following final result :

(35) -t<$=$o<- t/2(u).

11.3. a/ß= —1. In motions of this type the top passes through the lower

position of rest, z= — 1, as may be seen on setting a= — ß in (1). This intro-

duces a difficulty because the angle of azimuth, <f>, is not defined when z= ± 1.

We therefore can not longer maintain our original definition of f>,

$ = <p(z2) — <t>(zi).

Fortunately, however, our definition by means of an integral,

•' =  I     g(z)dz,

is still good since in the present case g(z) =gi(z) and the latter is of the order

of (1+z)-1'2 near z= -1 (see (26)).

We may now apply contour-integration exactly as in §1.2 and thus arrive

at the inequalities

(36) - x/2 < * = $o < 0.

11.4. — Ka/ß = 0. The lower bound of <ï>, in the present case, is easily

seen to be 0 by integrating g(z) over the contours of diag. 2(12). But the

method of decomposition which we might hope to give us the upper bound

of $ now merely yields the lower bound again and is therefore of no value.

However, the method of §1.2 will enable us to prove that i>o is less than x/2;

and noting that in the upper hemisphere d<p/dt is negative, we may then

conclude that x/2 is also an upper bound of d>.

Before proceeding to the proof proper we first establish two lemmas.

Lemma 1. The lower and upper levels, Zi and Zi, of a heavy symmetrical top

describing a motion in which a/ß — 0, satisfy the inequality

(37) zi + 22 < 0.

The proof is simple : we pick out the coefficient of z in/(z), (1), and obtain

Z2Z3 + Z3Z1 + Ziz2 = — 1 + aß/Amga

or

(u) *S*o follows from the constant negative sign ol dç/dt, equation (2), when a< — ß.

(E) This was done by Hadamard; see footnote 1.
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Z1Z2 +

Amga 7)/-
Observing now that z3>0, zxz2> —1(13) and a/ßgO, we at once deduce our

inequality (37).

Lemma 2.   Unless zi=a/ß= + 1, the ratio a/ß lies outside the interval

(-1. zi)-

Diagram 4

Let us suppose that our lemma was false and that a motion in which

— 1 <a/ß^zi could take place. Then integrating g(z) around the contours of

diag. 1 and observing that £( + l) = l/2t while £( — !)= — l/2i we obtain

- 2$ + 2ß
J„   A(l

a/ß

z2)[f(z)]x'2
■dz = 0,    or    $ > 0.

But this is absurd because when a/ß^Zi, dcp/dt^Q during the entire motion

(see (2)) so that <3?<0. This demonstrates the truth of our lemma.

We are now prepared to return to our original question of finding an upper

(13) ZiZ2= —1 only when Zi= —1 and z2= +1. In this case it follows from (1) that a = /3=0

so that a/ß is indeterminate and not less than or equal to 0 as postulated.
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bound of $<>. We first divide the motions under investigation into two cate-

gories according as z2 — 0 and Z2<0. In motions of the first type we employ

the contour shown in diag. 4. Integration of g(z) over this contour gives

(cf. (18))

(38) - 2$o + f   g(z)dz + f   g(z)dz = - x.
J ¿i J ¿j

It remains to be shown that /z,i+/xs<0(14). With the notation of (19) and

setting
arg (z - a/0) = X,

the expression for co derived from (4) is

(39) co = X - (e, + c, + (0i + 02 + 03)/2).

Since on Li the sum €i+€2=7r (see diag. 4), the argument, co, of g(z) along

that line may be written in either of the two following forms :

(40) co = X - [(0i + 02) + 03]/2 - x

or

(41) co = - 02/2 - [(03 - X) - (X - 0i)]/2 - x.

Now an inspection of diag. 4 shows that since by Lemma 1 (inequality (37))

Zi+Z2<0, the sum di+0i<ir. Also, it is clear that 03<x while X is, of course,

positive. It therefore follows from the first expression for co (40) that

(42) co > - 2x.

On the other hand both 62/2 and the expression in brackets, (41), are positive

(cf. diagram 4) so that from the second form of co we have

(43) co < - x.

(42) and (43) are combined in the inequality

(44) - 2x < co < - x.

Noting now that, on the line Li, arg dz = ir/2 we obtain from (44) that

- 3x/2 < arg [g(z)dz] < - x/2.

Thus we see that on Zi the real part of g(z)dz is negative. Also, since u(x — iy)

= 5ir — u(x+iy) (cf. (39)), the same is true on L2 so that what we set out to

show is now plain, namely

f   g(z)dz + f   g(z)dz < 0.
J hl J L2

(") From (37) it follows, of course, that /li+/¿2 must be real.
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By substituting this inequality into (38) we obtain an upper bound of i>o,

4-0 < ir/2;

and remembering that $=1*0 (cf. the first paragraph of §11.4) we also, auto-

matically, have an upper bound for <£ :

(45) $ ^ $0 < r/2.

We must still deal with motions in which z2<0. The treatment is almost

identical with the above, the only differences being that Ci (diag. 4) is re-

a/0=-l-O,   -x<+<-x/2 a/|3=-l,   -*/2<*<0 a/ß= - 1 +0,  0< *<x/2

Diagram 5

placed by the complete Riemann-cut enclosing zi and Z2 and L\, L2 merge

into a single line through the origin. The results are again the inequalities (45).

Thus we have in all motions of the type considered in this section

i-Ka/ß^O)

(46) 0 < $ =; $o < ir/2.

If we look back at the results of the last three sections (inequalities (35),

(36) and (46)) we notice that as the ratio a/ß passes through the value — 1,

the range of variation of $ jumps twice by x/2. The reason for this discon-

tinuity is to be found in the fact that when a/ß = — 1, the lower level, Zi = — 1.

Diag. 5, showing the projections of three neighbouring paths on the plane of

the equator, explains the results.

11.5. 0<a/ß<l. Lower bound. In the motions with which we have dealt

up to now, contour-integration methods have always yielded both a lower and

an upper bound of <£ (and $o). However when a/ß exceeds 0 we find that

contour-integration provides us only with a lower bound. This is by no means

p.n accident. It will presently be shown that when a/ß>0 the angles i> have

no finite upper bound independent of a/ß, and we cannot expect straight

contour-integration to lead us to that result. All we can derive from this

method are equations of the form
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+ $( or + $o) = mc/2 + some integral, n = 0, 1 or 2,

and without proving that the integrals have no upper bound it is impossible

to show that 4> (or $0) is unbounded. But, if we do have to make an estimate

of the upper bound of a set of integrals we might as well deal with the in-

tegrals (4) for 3> itself, which we shall actually do in §11.8. In the present sec-

tion and the two immediately following it only lower bounds will be derived.

For motions in which 0<a/ß<l we need merely quote Hadamard's re-

sult^), which he derived by the same method as that sketched at the be-

ginning of §11.4. It is

(47) $ > 0.

11.6. a/ß=l. "Lower bound. This case deserves special interest because it

covers the motions of a sleeping top, stable or unstable, when disturbed by an

impulse.

When a/ß= +1 it follows from (1) that z= +1 is a root (possibly double)

of f(z) = 0. We have then the following subcases : Either both Z2 and z3 are

+ 1, which gives the well known logarithmic (or aperiodic) motion of the

top(16) with í>= co (see §11.8) ; or z2 = 1 and z3> 1 in which case the top passes

through the vertical position and as in §11.3 we must fall back on the integral

definition (4) of <£, since d>(z2)=d>( + l) is meaningless; or, thirdly, we could

have Z2< +1 and z3= +1 in which case d>(z2) is perfectly well defined and no

further difficulty is introduced.

(25) shows that gi(z)=0 so that g(z)=g2(z). Unless z2 = z3=+l we may

now integrate over Hadamard's contours (diag. 2)(16) and thus obtain

- 2* + f   g2(z)dz = - 7T,
Ci

whence

(48) $ > tt/2.

When z2 = z3=+l, $> = °°(16) (cf. (52)) so that the inequality (48) holds gen-

erally for all motions with a/ß = +1.

II.7. a/ß>l. Lower bound.  Let us hrst try to integrate g(z)  over

Hadamard's contours (diag. 2). This gives

ß   r a/ß - z
- 2$ + — --„r., >i... dz= -2*

J c,
or

(49) $ = x + — f
A J .

Aja   (l-z2)[/(z)]1/2

ß r"      <x/ß

(1 - z2)[f(z)]x'2
dz.

(") Klein and Sommerfeld, Ueber die Theorie des Kreisels, 1898, Teubner, pp. 334-336.

(l6) When Zj=z3, two distinct cuts, G and C2, are not possible.
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Now when z3—a/ß the integrand in (49) is everywhere non-negative so that

plainly

(50) * > x.

But when z3<a/ß, the integrand changes sign at z3=a/ß and we cannot draw

any immediate conclusions as to the value of the integral.

We therefore take recourse to our method of decomposition. Regardless

of whether z3 is smaller or greater than a/ß this method leads to the follow-

ing results :
- 2$i < 0

and
a + ß ("> 1

— 2<ï>2 =   — X-| -;-:-dz <   —f (z+l)[/(z)]"2

On addition we find

(51) $ = $i + $2 > x/2.

A check on this inequality can be obtained by setting ß = +0. This reduces

the top to a spherical pendulum for which the inequality (51) is known to

hold true.

II.8. 0<a/ß<l; a/ß = l; a/ß>l. Upper bounds. Our list of bounds of

$ is now complete, except for the upper bounds in motions in which a/ß>0.

These form the topic of the present section. In (a) we shall show that, when

a/ß=l, there are certain types of motion in which $= «> and that, when

a/ß—»1 ±0, $ can assume arbitrarily large values. In (b) the question of an

upper bound of $ for arbitrary, fixed values of a/ß (0<a/ß<l and 1 <a/ß

< oo ) will be discussed.

(a) Beginning with the case a/ß=+l, we consider a particular motion

of this kind, namely the aperiodic motion of the "weak" top. It is charac-

terized by Z2 = Z3=+1 and Zi<+1, and setting (2mgaA)lt2 = K (cf. (1)) the

advance in azimuth, $, is given by

(52) * =  f   g(z)dz =  f   gi(z)dz = ~f  —
J   tl J   Zl A     •/   (1      (1

1 dz
-   +   00.

+ z)iz - zi)1'2   1 - z

Therefore no finite upper bound of <t> can be assigned in motions in which

a/ß=+l.

This naturally leads us to suspect that if, in the motion of a weak top,

we cause an infinitesimal change of the ratio a/ß, so that a/ß = +1 + 0 or

+ 1 — 0, 3> will still be unbounded. In the case where a/^=+l+0 this fact

is easily verified. But when a/ß= +1—0 we find ourselves confronted with

the necessity of making an estimate of the limit of an integral which we shall

carry out by reference to the following lemma.
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Lemma 3. If the three parameters a, ß and E represent a motion of a heavy

symmetrical top with cubic f(z) (see (1)), then the parameters

a2 - ß2 / 1        1 \
(53) «' = |9,    ß' = a,    E' = E + —-^- - -j

determine a "conjugate"(u) motion with the same cubic.

Since £ cannot be quite freely assigned, once a and ß are chosen, let us

rather consider motions given by completely arbitrary initial conditions. Thus

imagine that a motion is started at a level Zo, with angular momentum com-

ponents a and ß and an initial vertical "velocity" (dz/dt)o- The third parame-

ter, E, can be expressed in terms of these quantities, by using (1):

A     /dz\2

1 -z2Wo

dz\2     ß2       (a- ßzo)2

'C+ A(l-z2)
(54) 2£ = --   — )+ — +—-~+2mgazo.

Now take the same top and start it at the same initial level, z0, as before,

with the same (dz/dt)o but with new values of a and ß, namely a'=ß and

ß' —a. The total energy, £', is now given by

A      /dz\2     a2       (/S - az0)2
(55) 2£' = ---( -) + - + —-~+2mgaz0

1 - z20\dt/o     C       A(l - z„)

and if we subtract (54) from (55) we obtain 2£' = 2£+(a2-|82)(l/C-l/,4)

in agreement with (53). What is the significance of this result? It is, that if a

motion with parameters a, ß and £ is physically possible so is its "conjugate"

motion with parameters a', ß' and £' as given by (53).

We must now merely convince ourselves that the new parameters, a', ß'

and £', lead to the same cubic as a, ß and £, which is easily done by substitu-

tion into (1).

Let us now return to our original problem and first investigate the case

a/ß= +1+0. Let a, ß (a=ß) and (dz/dl)0 be the constants corresponding to

the motion of a weak top. Of these three arbitrary parameters we leave ß and

(dz/dt) o unchanged but increase cttoa + 6, where e is a small positive quantity,

so that (a + e)/ß>l. Since now +1 is no longer a root of the new cubic/(z)

we must have Z2 = 1 —y2 and z3 — l+y3, where 72 and y3 tend to 0 with e. The

increment in azimuth in this motion is, by (4),

ß   f-                          (1 + e/ß-z)
$ = — I      -dz

•> ziKJzl     (1 - Z2)(Z - Zi)1'2(z - Z2)1/2(z3 - z)1'2

ß f» 1 1

K Jtl (1 + z)(z- Zx)X/2   (z - z2)1/2(z3 - z)x'2
dz.

(") The term "conjugate" was chosen because the relationship between the two motions

is symmetric.
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If we let e—»0, the last integral approaches that of (52) which is infinite

and thus we find that $>—» °o as a/ß—>+1 +0.

The other case, where the new value of a is a — «, is somewhat tricky. For

now

ß r " (i - t/ß - z)_ß_ r "_
~KJzl   (1- Z2)(Z - ZiY'2(z - Z2)1/2(Z3 - z)1'8

" 1 1

(1 + z)(z- zi)1'2   (z - z2y2(z3 - z)1'

1 1

p Í"
(56) =- .--;-~-—d*

A J ,i

e   Ç"

~KJti (1 + Z)(Z - Zi)1'2   (1 - Z)(Z - Z2)1/2(Z3 - z)1/2
dz.

As e—>0 the first term on the right-hand side of (56) clearly tends to the

expression for <ï> in (52) which is infinite. The limiting value of the second

term however cannot be immediately determined since the integral tends to

infinity while t/K approaches 0. Thus an estimate of the limit of <3? from (56)

would involve a rather delicate investigation into the dependence of Z2 and

Z3 on e. Instead we shall employ Lemma 3 in the following indirect approach.

Let a, ß and E be the parameters of a motion in which a/ß>l ; and a', ß',

E' be the corresponding parameters of the conjugate motion. The respective

increments in azimuth are given by

—-_,,.. cfz
a — ßz

A(l -z2)[f(z)Yi2

and

/' «           a' - ß'z                      C"            ß - az
--r-r— dz =-— dz.

„    A(l - z2)[/(z)]>'2           J,,   ¿(l-z2)^«]1'2

The difference between these angles is

—-_,,,. dz.
21

a — ß

Ail -z)[f(z)Y'2

It can be estimated by integration over Hadamard's contours (diag. 1)

which results in

a — ß

'„    A(l - z)[f(z)Y>2
— 25 + 2 I rr^-rrrr. dz = - 2*

Clearly f~ <0 and therefore it follows that

(57) 5 = $ - $' < x.

But we have proved above that 4?—»+ » as a/ß-^+1+O and the inequality
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(57) now shows that the same must be true for the conjugate motions in

which a'//3'-*+1-0.
(b) We shall now consider d> for arbitrary values of a/ß on the interval

0<a//3<l. Denoting the least upper bound of $> corresponding to a given

a/ß by U(a/ß) we shall show that when 0<<*//?<1, U(a/ß)'=ir/2.
With the notation of §11.1 we have

ß    f« 1 - a/ß ß    Ç » 1 + a/ß
3>i =- I      —-:— dz;        $2 =- I      --r-;— dz.

2A Jtl    (z- 1)[f(z)Y'2 2A Jxl    (z+ 1)[f(z)Y12

By contour-integration over Hadamard's contours (diag. 2) we find

ß    r°°        1 + a/ß
$»

P       f '
x/2 + —

2AJ„ (z + l)[f(z)Y>2

If we set <£ — x/2 = n, we obtain on division by ß

1    rn        1 - a/ß
v/ß = ($! + *2 _ T/2)/ß = —- dz

.    . 2A J «    (z - l)[/(z)J1/2

1    /«- l + a/0 _,

2^J,,      (Z+I)^)]1'2

We aim to establish the existence of a sequence of motions in which

a/ß =const. and, as ß—>0, the right-hand side of (58) approaches a finite

limit. It would then follow that in this sequence lim0_o»7 = O and lim <3? = x/2,

which in turn would prove that Uia/ß) = x/2.

Consider the sequence of motions defined as follows:

a/ß = an arbitrary const, in the interval 0 < a/ß < 1,

zo = any const, in the interval — 1 < z0 < 1,

idz/dt)0 = 0,

P»-*0.

As n—»co, a and ß both tend to 0, so that the cubic/(z), equation (1), ap-

proaches the limiting cubic

(60) fis) = (1/A)(2E - 2mgaz)(l - z2),

whose roots are —1, +1, and E/mga. To find the value of E/mga set z = Zo

in (60), resulting in

0 = (1A4)(2£ - 2mgazo)(l - z\)

whence
E/mga = zo.

Thus the roots of the limiting cubic, f(z), are zx= — 1, z2 = Zo, z3= +1. A late
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member /„(z) in the sequence (59) will be of the type shown in diag. 6(a).

Setting K=+(2mgaA)xi2, we have from (58):

lim rj/ß
/3-.0

1    Ç '*

KJ-x

Lf2KJi

1 -a/ß

2£

+

(z-l)[(z+l)(z-zo)(z- l)]1'2

l+«//3
dz.

2KJi    (z+l)[(z+ l)(z-zo)(z- l)]1'2

The integrand in the fl\ is finite at all points of the range of integration except

♦ /(«) */(z)

(a) (b)

Diagram 6

at —1 and z0, where it is of the order (z—a)~112. Therefore fl\ is finite. Simi-

larly /" is finite. Therefore

lim 17
jS-»0

0; lim <£ r/2,

so that U(a/ß)=ir/2. Also from its definition as least upper bound U(a/ß)

must be single-valued. Combining our results with earlier findings (cf. §§11.4,

11.8) we may write:

U(+ 0) = t/2,        U(a/ß) è r/2,    0 < a/ß < 1,        U(l - 0) = + «>.

This shows that in contrast to the motions with a/ß < — 1 or — 1 <a/ß^0,

in which a finite upper bound existed independent of the particular value of

a/ß, U(a/ß) for 0<a/ß<l is a nonconstant function of a/ß (cf. diag. 1). An

expression for U(a/ß) has not been found.

Turning now to the case of motions with 1 <a/ß we have (49), and setting

3>— 7T = K,

K/, = ±r   «"-■
A J z.

dz.
(1 - z2)[f(z)]1'2

Consider the sequence of motions given by

a/ß = an arbitrary const. > 1,

zo = 0,

(dz/dt)o = + (2mgac/A)xt2,       c > 1,

|3n->0.

(61)
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The limiting cubic is again given by (60) and has the roots — 1, +1, and

E/mga. To find the value of the latter set z = z0 = 0 in (60). This results in

2mgac/A = 2E/A,

whence E/mga = c>l. Therefore the roots of the limiting cubic,f(z), are now

Zi=—1, z2=+l, z3 = c>l, and a late member/„(z) of the sequence (61) is

of the type shown in diag. 6(b). For lim^oK/p" we find:

1    C °° a/ß - z
(62) lim Kß - — I      -:-r— dz.

ß~o KJC    (1 - z2)[iz + 1)(1 - z)iz - c)Y'2

Since the integrand in (62) is finite over the range of integration except at

z = c, where it is of the order (z —c)-1'2, and since it is of the order of z_5/2

for z = », f" is finite. Therefore

lim K = 0; lim $ = x,
0-»O ß—0

so that for a/ß>l, U(a/ß)=w. Again U(a/ß) must needs be single-valued.

Furthermore, since a/ß = co leads us to the motion of a spherical pendulum

we know by (23) that Z7(oo)=x. Finally, by §11.8, £7(1+0) = co. Collecting

these results we have

¿7(1 + 0) = + co, U(a/ß)^ir,     l<a/ß<°o, ¿7(oo)=x

(see diag. 1). An expression for U(a/ß) on the interval Ka/ß<<x is not

known.

II.9. Exact bounds. It will be shown in this section that the bounds of

$ established in §§I 1.2 to II.8 are actually the greatest lower and least upper

bounds respectively.

Let us consider, as a typical example, any motion with a ratio a/ß< —1.

By (32) we find for the excess of <£ over — x, which we shall denote by v,

-llj^'-jf'. dz
(1 - z2)[f(z)Y>2

and dividing through by ß we obtain

1   r M         a/ß - z
v/ß = —\      -'—--—dz.

aJz, (i - z2)[f(z)Y>2

We now consider the sequence of motions

a/ß = const.   < — 1,

Zo = 0,
(63)

(dz/dt)o = + (2mgac/AY'2,    c > 1,
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and exactly as in §11.8(b) in the discussion of k we can show that lim/s—o ̂  = 0;

limp-o $ = —7T so that — ir is actually the greatest lower bound of all «Ê's corre-

sponding to any given value a/ß < — 1.

A late member of the sequence of motions (63), whose $~ — it, has a cubic

of the type sketched in diag. 6(b) (18).

Similarly, using (33) and (34), we find for the difference, p, between

— ir/2 and $

If«           ß - a If ß + a
P = — I--7T-rrr~r dz --Í

2A J„
dz

2A Jzl    (z- 1)[f(z)]x'2 2A J,s   (z + 1)[f(z)]x'2

and we can easily verify that in the sequence of motions defined by

a/ß = const. < — 1,

(64) zo = 0,

(dz/dt)o = 0,

0; lim $ = - r/2lim p
0-0

lim $
(3-0

(cf. §11.8(b), discussion of 77). Thus —x/2 is the least upper bound of all i>'s

corresponding to a given a/ß< — 1.

A late member of the sequence of motions (64), whose <3>~ — ir/2, has a

cubic of the type shown in diag 6(a) (19).

In all other motions our contention, that the bounds of $ established

in §§11.2 to II.8 are exact, may be verified by analogous methods. Where

L(a/ß) and U(a/ß) are exactly known, motions, in which f> approaches these

bounds to an arbitrary degree of approximation, are listed in Table III.

Table III

Motions in which *~Z.(a/0), U(a/ß).

a/ß

(dz/dl) o

a/ß<-l

+0

-x+0

+0

-x/2-0

a//S=-l

+0

-x/2+0

+0

-0

-l<a/S = 0

+0       +0

+0    x/2-0

0<a/ß<\

+0

+0

a/ß-1

V

+0

r/2+0

a/ß>l

+0

r/2+0

V = (2mgac/A)x'2,        c > 1.

-x/2 near each pole, since d<t>/dz, equation(ls) The angle $ is made up of increments

(3), tends to 0 at all intermediate points.

(") The angle <f> is described almost exclusively in the neighbourhood of z= —1, contribu-

tions of other parts of the path tending to 0 with ß.
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11.10. Continuity of $ for a fixed a/ß. For completeness sake we shall

now give a formal proof of the physically plausible fact that, for a given a/ß,

<£ takes all values between its greatest lower bound L(a/ß) and least upper

bound U(a/ß). Let us first again consider a motion with a/ß< — 1. We pick

a late member, corresponding to n = N, from each of the sequences (63) and

(64). Let us denote the motion taken from the sequence (64) by M(0), and

that taken from (63) by M(l). Then we know from §11.9 that in M(0)

$ = d>(o) = -x/2-o0, and in M(l), $ = $(1) = -x+Si,where 50, 8i>0 and

So, 5i—>0 as N—> ». But M(0) and M(1) may be regarded as extreme elements

of a set of motions defined by

r      a/ß = const. < — 1, zo = 0,
M(s) =;

\_(dz/dt)o = s(2mgaC/AY'2   (c > 1,    0 £ s £ 1),       ß = ßn.

Now since a/pV +1, Zi and z2^ ± 1 for all values of s. Therefore

/I Z2

g(z; s)dz
21

is a continuous function of s and assumes all values between $(0) = — x/2 — So

and $(1) = —x+5i. As TV—>°o, S0, Si—»0 so that <ï>(s; A7) assumes all values $>

satisfying the inequality — x<<ï>< —x/2.

The same type of argument may be applied to any a/ß giving rise to finite

values of i> only, that is, any a/ß?* 1. In all these cases it may be verified that

d> assumes every value between its lower and upper bound.

It remains to investigate motions with a/ß = l, in which, as we have seen

in §11.8, d> may be infinite. Table III shows that when

a/ß =1, zo = 0,
(65)

(dz/dt)o = (2mgac/AY'2,    c> 1, ß = ßN,

í> = x/2 + 5, where 5 is a positive number tending to zero as ßx—*0. This mo-

tion has a cubic of the type of diag. 6(b) with roots

zi = — 1 + 0;       z2=l;       z3 ~ c

(cf. (60)).
On the other hand the motion given by

a/ß =1, zo = 0,

(dz/dt)o = 0,        ß = ßtr

has a cubic of the general shape shown in diag. 6(a) with roots

zi = — 1 + 0;       Z2 ~ 0;       z3 = 1

(cf. (60)).
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Mis) - r

It is therefore clear that in the one-parameter set of motions given by

a/ß =1, zo = 0,

.(dz/dt)0 = + s(2mgac/A)xl2   (c > 1,    0 á í g 1),       ß - ßtr

there must be one, corresponding to s = s0) say, which has a cubic with roots

Zi = — 1 + 0;       z2 = 1;       z3 = 1.

But these roots give rise to an aperiodic motion (cf. (52))(16) with <£= oo .

Let us for brevity set s0(2mgac/A)}l2 = k. Then since a//3 = l implies gi(z)=0

(cf. (25)) we have in the range k<(dz/dt)oú(2mgac/A)xl2

r1 ßN rx i
$ =   I    gz(z)dz = — I    --—-—— dz

Jzx KJzx  (z + 1)[(z - Zi)(l - z)(z3 - z)]x>2

where z3 is a continuous function of (dz/dt)o- Therefore Mm(itidt)r-.kZi— 1. Also

$> is a continuous function of z3 on the range considered, since z35¿l as long

as (dz/dt)o>k.

In order to prove that as (dz/dt)0 varies from (2mgac/A)xl2 to k, <ï> as-

sumes all values between x/2 + ô and -f- °o, we must show that lim^/dOo-»**

= oo. We have :
Äv C x dzß^ rx_

KJzi 2s'2

Therefore :

2(1 - z)x'2(z3 - z)1'2

ßN     Ç1

23i2-KJo (1 - z)1/2(z3 - z)1/2

ßN r x~'           dz

>—- I-r—.-rrr» « > 0.

P" i- C
lim     $ >-lim       I

(dz/dt),-*t 2ZI2-K     (dz/d!)•->* J oo       (1 - z)x'2(zs - z)x'2

ßN C 1_< dz
lim

ßN    r

2*i2-kJo (Í./Í0r-*       (1   -   Z)X'2(Z3  -   Z)1'2

ßN      rx~'      dz ftv=      ßN      Ç
2*i2-KJo (1-z)       23'2-£

[- log e],

for any small positive e. But the last expression is unbounded as e—>0, so

that lim(dI/di)0_fci,= oo as was to be proved. For sufficiently large values of N,

8 becomes arbitrarily small, whence we conclude that when a/ß = l, $ as-

sumes all values satisfying the inequality 4>>ir/2.

Appendix. The retrogradely precessing heavy symmetrical top

and the spherical pendulum

In Parts I and II we have dealt independently first with the spherical

pendulum and subsequently with the heavy symmetrical top. This scheme
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was adopted so that the reader who is not prepared to delve into the some-

what involved theory of tops can gather the principles of our methods from

the simpler case of the spherical pendulum. But for this reason Part I would

be completely superfluous, since a spherical pendulum may be regarded as a

special case of a retrogradely precessing top (a/ß < — 1, 3> negative; see §11.2).

We have shown for such a top that —x<$^i>o<— 7r/2, where the sense of a

was regarded as negative. The same result must hold equally well for the

spherical pendulum and if we now take a as positive it becomes the familiar

x/2 <<ï>o<<£<x, proved independently in Part I. Moreover x/2 and xmust

be the exact bounds of <£ (cf. §11.9).

Indeed we may observe that all important characteristics of the motion

of the spherical pendulum, namely:

1. A unidirectional precession;

2. The level-inequality, Zi+Z2<0;

3. The extended Puiseux' inequality, <ï,o>7r/2 (or $o<— tt/2, according

to our choice of sign) ;

4. Halphen's inequality, $ < x (or $> > — x)

are shared by the retrogradely precessing top.
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